Oxford Historical Syntax Seminar
Trinity Term, 2024
Wednesdays, Weeks 2, 4, 6 and 8 | 16:30-18:00 | Clarendon Institute

1st May – Lecture Theatre
Marc Olivier
Stressed proclitics in Middle French? Evidence that language change is driven by structural simplification

15th May – Room 207
Adriana Molina-Muñoz
Reduplicated relative pronouns in Sanskrit

29th May – Lecture Theatre
Will Thurlwell
Case reanalysis after mit in Old High German and Old Saxon

12th June – Lecture Theatre
Marieke Meelen
TBC

All attendees are warmly invited to join the speaker and convenors at a nearby pub after the seminar.

Convenors
Krishnan Ram-Prasad (krishnan.ram-prasad@merton.ox.ac.uk)
Setayesh Dashti (setayesh.dashti@ames.ox.ac.uk)
Frances Dowle (frances.dowle@worc.ox.ac.uk)

In case of access requirements, please contact the convenors.